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The National Security Agency (NSA) gathers and analyzes millions of foreign signals every day 

and is responsible for protecting U.S. Government information systems. It takes a team of 

incredibly talented professionals to capture the information, protect it, and identify the one 

signal that could be a threat to our world. 

If you want to help to keep the world safe, apply to NSA. 

NSA employees are some of the most intelligent people in the intelligence business. Now we 

need you to put your intelligence to work for NSA. With opportunities in most career fields, 

NSA offers an incredible benefits package, competitive pay, and the satisfaction of making 
LEP 

d ‘N the world a safer place. 
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a Traveler’s b 
blessed country in search of an adrenaline rush. _ ships. This is another great opportunity to get out- 

I have taken a weekend to go jump out of a fully side of the comfortable Wisco-shell and travel to 

functional airplane and jumped on a chartered —_a new location. A co-op with Kimberly Clark was 

Et bus to get up into the waist-deep powder of Jack- my travel ticket to the Pacific Northwest, where I 

4 ; son Hole. Whichever activity tickles your fancy, — got my khakis dirty on the factory floor. Exploring 

i ig ig Hoofers is bound to have a club that does itanda options within a particular company will reveal 

\ 4 i |i, = trip that goes there. these travel opportunities. If the company is large 

; \ o bs i a i f ib E enough, chances are they will have available posi- 

; wa. 6 6 i i 7 @ Other organizations such as the Associated _ tions in national or international facilities. 

bg : Zo Ls be ig 2 Students of Madison, Leadershape, Engineers 

By Matt Stauffer Waatne Boarders, this magazine, and other eso- Always popular amongst students is the Semester 

Oo teric organizations on campus have national, and _ abroad option. Whether the goal is immersion ina 

n today’s increasingly global economy, itisim- _ sometimes international, conferences where you _ foreign language or just a change of pace, a semes- 

[= thatengineershaveaworld-conscious _ can meet peers from other universities. These ex-__ ter abroad will undoubtedly lead to a new group 

view of the invaluable human resources. The cursions are a great networking opportunity, as __ of friends and broader world views. For engineers, 

best way to increase one’s understanding of the — well asa lot of fun. Also, they are often fully spon- this is a chance to work on an international engi- 

multitude of cultural differences between people _ sored by the organization provided you are pres- neering project or to crawl out of the engineering 

around the world is to immerse oneself ina new _ ent for the educational bit of the long weekend. I _ pigeonhole for a six-month breath of fresh liberal 

culture through personal travel. have been imbursed to travel to Detroit, Pittsburg, studies air. A semester in New Zealand allowed 

San Francisco and Washington, D.C. through vari- _ me to explore courses in biology and environmen- 

UW-Madison is an excellent vehicle for travel ous clubs and organizations. tal studies, see an amazing corner of planet Earth 

—both nationally and internationally—for a long and meet a gang of new friends, all while fulfilling 

weekend, a short summer or an extended bout. As international borders and the great expanse of several liberal requirements. 

There are a plethora of options for getting outand _water that separates America from Eurasia have 

seeing the world beyond the borders of Dane, and become less of an obstacle to the great human — There are innumerable opportunities available to 

there is no time like the present, being young able- shuffle, cross-cultural communication has become __ travel tangled up in the network of college life. It 

bodied curious college students, to cut free and _ integral to many international education curricu- may seem overwhelming to sort the details out, 

travel the globe. lums. With that said, English is becoming the glob- _ but all of the resources necessary are available on 

al language. Being a native English speaker has campus or a click away on the net. With flexibility 

I have been fortunate to catch the traveler’s bug _ been my key to free trips around the world. I spent and compassion, few expectations and an open 

early in my healthy six-year undergraduate career, one summer teaching in The Kingdom of Tonga mind, these stints of world travel have become a 

and have capitalized on most every opportunity and another in Japan. Many countries abroad in- glorious collection of collegiate memories and a 

to travel on a begged or borrowed dollar. cluding Japan, China, Korea, Spain, France, Ger- _ valuable asset to my future career on the global 

many and Mexico prompt their children to learn _ engineering stage. we 

These are just a few of the many opportunities _ English in school. These schools often seek college 

which I feel fortunate to have capitalized upon. students to teach their children to speak English — Happy travels, 

and there are many programs which often include 

Student organizations are an engaging means of a living stipend and free travel; some actually oat 

getting out for along weekend of self-enlightening come witha paycheck. 

travel. At UW-Madison, we have the Hoofers or- Matt Stauffer 

ganization which is about making friends, push-_ Engineers in training are encouraged to get 

ing your personal limits and traveling around this hands-on experience through work-study intern- 
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By Mark Cigich 
i; pr aS i a se eer = 2 an se” 

ears ago, James Schauer led a glo- a 

betrotting career in the petroleum gern La ; 

chemistry industry. Since coming tig i Fs ® % 

to UW-Madison ten years ago, however, las | 5 ge eam 
, i ' ta 

Schauer has made a name for himself in “lal ii 

providing policy-relevant research in the rae 

areas of air pollution and lake mercury / bs = a iat k A a 
levels in Wisconsin. In 2008, Schauer was = rs " al 

the recipient of UW-Madison’s H. I. Rom- i 5 i 9 i = : Fain 
nes Faculty Award, given to faculty who ae eS ee we. ae oF aia 

demonstrate significant effort in policy- e hg tno eed | Rare | 

relevant research. " a a == : 
eee j rs 8 

Additionally, Schauer’s passion for col- ¢ 1 fe * s 

laborating with people from various et Fe © 

backgrounds has allowed him to be- i iii ° 

come an influential member in the Mad- a e 

ison area. He has served as the director Professor Schauer demonstrates the lab-based mercury analyzer, one of the tools 

of the UW-Madison Water Science En- _ he often uses when analyzing lake water in Wisconsin. 

gineering Laboratory and the program 

director of the Wisconsin State Labora- by policy-makers when deciding which _ lution ... it’s very difficult to do forensics 

tory of Hygiene. strategies to pursue to best reduce theim- to understand where those sources are.” 

pact of pollution. The challenge Schauer’s | These sources can range from diesel ex- 

“A big part of my job is to be a facilita- | group most frequently encounters is find-  haust to cholesterol released from meat 

tor ... I’m trying to help students learn ing the sources of this pollution, processing plants. 

about [pollutant characterization] tools 

so they can go on to work for the gov- “A big part of my job is to help us all as a Ee Sue “Because we study the SP v3 Be 
ernment or with researchers in universi- team [and] advance our understanding [of 

ties or industry ... but also to help with atmosphere, our laboratory is pollutants],” Schauer says. In his role as a 

other researchers around the country,” the world.” collaborator, Schauer directs the attention 

Schauer says. of policy-makers and researchers across 

-James Schauer the United States to relevant research pa- 

Schauer’s current research group uses pers to help them solve problems of char- 

chemical characterization tools to analyze acterizing pollutants. 

pollutants in the atmosphere, find their “Because we study the atmosphere, our 

sources and describe their impacts onhu- laboratory is the world,” Schauer says. Schauer’s work has brought him across 

man health. This information is thenused “When you go places there’s lots of pol- _ the globe, working with other research- 

_——_— 
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ers to find ways to decrease the impact ——_————ael ; , Gana il iki Te a ; 

of air pollution. He has served as a guest ag —ae i ya Ce Be: | 

professor in China, where he worked — } f " a! —— | 

with the government to find ways to re- = ‘ ' Sareea a Ff | fe tr 4 

duce pollution levels while preparing for best 5 aa { A) \ . = ie wr tec Afi 

the Beijing Olympic Games. Schauer has = 24, | —- 5 \\ : : | ie \ po 

also traveled to Mexico City, Los Ange- wy ’ , i w dicid | |, eA 

les and Pakistan in an effort to reduce the ema otal i iJ } iol if a | i 

impact of pollution. _ =. > | J ‘ i i ol | i 4 

—— 4 Ne W ana {= 
Schauer’s expert knowledge in build- > i ' i ey, 

ing characterization models and col- 3 em i = ‘( ie 

laborative experience was not gained ss ; P j i ——— i 

overnight. He grew up intrigued with >a _ z 

chemistry and math; these interests lat- = j os | F ill S 

er fueled his desire to major in chemi- P ae i ; x 

cal and petroleum refining engineering pies gee | [ Y —_— Ps & a ~~ . 2 

at the Colorado School of Mines. “Engi- Fy es aa: in. i a a JOR 2 

neering was much more attractive [than The air pollution dilution source sampler aids Shauer in his environmental endeavors 

just studying science],” Schauer says of — to reduce air pollution in Wisconsin and throughout the world. 
his undergraduate experience. 

this tremendous experience improved his _ velopment center. It was not until a couple 

After graduation, Schauer decided to take _ skills as a problem solver and allowed him __ years later, while working for his PhD at 

on the challenges of a career in engineer- _ to develop his role as a collaborator, which _ the California Institute of Technology, that 

ing and moved straight into industry. He is how he sees himself today. he became interested in teaching. 

managed to land a unique and challenging 

job working on huge petrochemical plants. Schauer accrued enough vacation time With a huge knowledge base in emis- 

working on these petrochemical complexes _ sions characterization, Schauer moved to 

“When I was in my late twenties, I was _ that he was able to take a year’s paid vaca-_ Madison and took up his current role as 

responsible for starting up ... billion dol- _ tion. This unique opportunity allowed him a professor, researcher and collaborator. 

lar complexes, [which] was a great expe- to switch toa field he found to be more re- Schauer and his research group also act 

rience,” Schauer says. This job took him warding: environmental engineering. Af- as environmental ambassadors, providing 

across the globe, allowing him to visit ter receiving his masters at the University _ policy-relevant research on mercury levels 

Greece, Austria, China, Nigeria and South of California—Berkeley, Schauer worked in Wisconsin and around the United States. 

Asia over a six year period. For Schauer, in China for six months in a research de- Their recent work provided a scientific ba- 

BOs et st sis for The National Resources Board to 

eee tee pass a new regulation on mercury reduc- 

| tions in Wisconsin. He and his group have 

if. 4 also studied mercury emissions from gey- 

Y 7 a i : ar sers in Yellowstone Nation Park, as well as 

J one a in lakes around Detroit and St. Louis. 

‘ f 4 . Schauer is a man to whom the department 

| 14 of civil and environmental engineering 

x ani owes a few pats on the back. His work at 

i TS i fi UW-Madison has undoubtedly been appre- 

| el e ciated by all who have had the privilege of 

A 4% , ol ~ working with him. Furthermore, his early 

aie - success as an engineer can inspire us all to 

ai ” . 2 think that our next great opportunity may 

5 ey AP a a come sooner than we think. we 

\ lee , — = Author bio: Mark is a junior in industrial 

¢ PS § engineering. This is his first semester writ- 

2 ing for the magazine. 

Underneath a fume hood, Schauer works with one of the rotary evaporators to 

prepare a sample for his research. 

ET GeGeGGGeE=S===#==*##H=*={y_—>—>>>>>>>—>>>—>—_—_SEy_——_—_—_L___-=-=-—-—--—_=_=== 
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ON CAMPUS 

There's no fountain like 

Maquina fountain 
By Amanda Feest 

ver the past fifteen years, the The fountain was unveiled in 1994, the re- The fountain remained dormant until En- 

C) in fountain has become an sult of a collaboration between artist Wil- light took over as “fountain technicians,” 

iconic structure for the college of liam Conrad Severson and former college member Justin Beck says. Enlight’s first 

engineering. The semi-circular arcs of the — of engineering dean John Bollinger. Sev- objective was to get the fountain working 

fountain are splashed across the college's erson, a UW-Madison alumnus, created —_ again. This seemingly simple task quickly 

websites and brochures. Many students a concept that merged art with engineer- _ proved complicated, requiring the team to 

even view the fountain as a symbol of their ing. The result is a massive steel structure piece together the hardware left behind 

engineering education. with streams of water shooting out of the from past engineering students. When 

two arcs, which are designed to resemble asked about their biggest achievement 

“It’s a big graduation tradition to gogetyour calipers (an engineer’s precise measure- _ on the fountain project, Enlight members 

picture taken in front of [the fountain],” ment tool). After spraying from the foun- _ overwhelmingly respond, “[the fact that] 

Chris Meyer, a member of the student or- tain, the water flows down a spillway, _ it works.” 

ganization Enlight, says. Enlight isa small runs over small dams called weirs and 

student organization interested in comput- then disappears underground. Another Once the water started flowing again, 

er and electronic technologies. Members part of the fountain is independently con- _ Enlight members channeled their efforts 

of Enlight tend to the 18-foot tall Maquina trolled, sending water down a separate _ into several new projects. First, engineer- 

fountain. Despite its important status as the _ spillway that drains into a reflecting pool. ing technology company National Instru- 

centerpiece of the engineering campus, lit- | Arching jets of water at the edges of the | ments donated their CompactRIO control 

tle is known about the many characteristics _ reflecting pool surround a bubble tower system to replace the old system. This 

that make the fountain unique. that introduces compressed air bubbles massive change involved “ripping out the 

into a water column. fifteen-year-old electrical system and up- 

. grading it with a new one,” Beck says. Sec- 

P — ond, new Server architectire was imple- 

ae , i Sieg ae “For years, it just never ran. It mented, which makes the controls much 

ne ee oR "n "| was one of the big elephants = ™°"e user-friendly. “Small changes that 

_ re é sie Be | on campus. Students would used to take hours can Tow be made 

ae Rae. Bees in minutes without really having to know 

ee — ae SEL ee wonder ‘Is it ever going to be the guts of the system,” Malinowski says. 

3 4 SN ae The technological advances of the foun- 
i ese 15 -Chris Meyer tain’s controls have paved the way for 

projects that allow public interaction with 

| —KK——— the fountain. Manyect(hesesneerdetve 

ideas were part of the original plan for 

g The fountain was always intended to be _ the fountain that are finally being imple- 

8 a vehicle for practical design experience. mented. The first interactive project al- 

3 During Bollinger’s term, electrical engi- lows passersby to unknowingly control 

2 neering design courses challenged stu- the fountain as they walk in front of the 

= dents to add new functions to the fountain. _ bollards, which are the five stainless-steel 

a However, when Bollinger left, the fountain _ posts in front of the fountain. 

3 was handed off to other engineering staff 

Students are able to control the flow members, and it eventually fellintoastate “If anyone thought they were controlling 

of the Maquina Fountain jets, either of disrepair. “For years, it just never ran. It the fountain with the bollards before July 

with the touch screen in Engineering was one of the big elephants on campus. — 2008, you were wrong. It was just a pla- 

Hall or by walking past the posts lining Students would wonder ‘Is it ever going to cebo,” Malinowski says. The bollards are 

Engineering Drive. be on?” Meyer says. now programmed to detect infrared light 

| OO, 
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emitted by pedestrians and send signals to 4 \ | y Wy / Ya Pa a 

the fountain, changing the spraying pattern 4 of “iy J id , iui oe 

as a person passes each bollard. “There’s ee ra oe : ¥ il «i be! 

one that will turn everything on, there’s i Ara Fs i r od 

one that will turn everything off, one [that] me, ww @ Q 

makes it go faster and one [that] makes it go aL Y 9 feel W ye j 

slower,” Malinowski says. ' Lit et, r r ° a 
Billi ew, agile Pa i ii 

Another advance in the controls allows stu- i i 8g oo an " 

dents to control the fountain from inside lll ene 2 

Engineering Hall. In August 2008, a kiosk i PTT ITT AT 2 

was installed in Engineering Hall that al- | 2 

lows students to turn specific jets on and | £ 

off using the touch screen mounted in the iat ’ eS 

| lobby. Students can manipulate the valves | | a . ~" a 

and watch the results live through the large - a 
glass windows encasing the lobby. The pipe system underneath the Maquina Fountain extends across the length of 

Engineering Mall, supplying water to both fountains. 

For special events, such as home football 

games and Engineering Expo, the fountain added a new twist to it, because now... 
turns into a musical display. On the day of we could do music and water,” Beck says. Small changes which used 

a homecoming football game, for instance, They hope to continue this show during to take hours ... can now 

Badger fans walking past the fountain can _ football games this fall, but the demolition be made in minutes without 

hear “If You ne to be a Badger” and of Union South will push game-day festivi- really having to know the 

other UW-Madison marching band record- _ ties onto Engineering Mall, leaving the de- guts of the system.” 

ings playing from speakers on Engineer- cision outside the jurisdiction of college of - 

ing Hall. As the music is played, the valves _ engineering officials. 

open and close, changing the spraying -Jason Malinowski 

pattern in time with the music. Fans can Enlight members view their work on the 

change the song with a quick wave of the fountain as valuable, real-world designex- “SSCS 
hand in front of the bollards. perience. “[Most class work] is allin theory. cess, Enlight members rely on each others’ 

We would never see it actually working. expertise, helping each other gain “a jack- 

The idea of combining music and water Here, we see the design process. We see _ of-all-trades mastery,” as Beck says. 

arose when the Enlight members discov- how to program it, how to implement it 

ered the speakers atop Engineering Hall. and how the software interacts with physi- Thanks to the design work of past and 

“{Malinowski, Meyer and I] had a history cal devices,” Enlight member Dustin Pas- present students, the fountain has become 

of doing music and lights. The fountain sofaro says. Throughout the design pro- an enduring symbol of the engineering 
campus. The next time you're eating lunch 

on the steps of the fountain or snapping 

those memorable graduation pictures, take 

‘ )| aminute to stop and appreciate the unique 
\ mS ‘ characteristics of the Maquina. we 

ew _, 2 ae Sah] Author bio: Amanda is a senior in biomed- 

! rt | : 3 ae Ut Fh ical engineering. This is her first semester 

i ies Pe = 2S Ss “te = with the magazine. 
> ~ Ri, mi 

a 2 ay | Fiori) | 8 

z a, 3 

— a 2 ca i = 

= 

Enlight, a student organization, manages and controls the Maquina Fountain. From 

left: Justin Beck, Christopher Beley, Eric Harris, Jason Malinowski, Chris Meyer and 

Dustin Passofaro. 

—— 
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GENERAL 

ight’s sleep? Want to get a decent nights sleep’ 

There’ h ere’s an app for that. 
By Roxanne Wienkes 

lhe iPhone is putting the world at your | Gartenberg, who has a degree in psychol- _ Proactive Sleep, an application for Apple’s 

| fingertips. You can keep track of your ogy and neuroscience from UW-Madison, iPhone and iPod touch, has several revolu- 

expenses, create a to-do list and even has the knowledge and resources to im- _ tionary functions. First, there is a sleep di- 

find a restaurant. Thanks to two former UW- __ prove the way people sleep and wake up. —_ ary which allows users to track the amount 

Madison students, you can now also geta Beck, with his degree in electrical and _ of sleep received each night and the amount 

decent night's sleep. computer engineering, takes those ideas __ of times woken up each night. Then, there is 

and puts them to work through the te- a “vigilance task” each morning that mea- 

Daniel Gartenberg and his business part- _ dious task of computer programming. sures alertness and judges response time to 

ner, Justin Beck, looked for a way to im- determine the quality of sleep the previous 

prove how people sleep and wake up. After an intensive amount of studying how __ night. The alarm clock also works with the 

“Sleep is basically unaddressed,” Garten- sleep works and computer programming, | media on the iPhone or iPod touch to pro- 

berg says. “There are all these products Gartenberg and Beck entered their prod- vide plenty of song choices to which users 

for fitness and health but not really for uct, named Proactive Sleep, into the In- can wake up and fall asleep. 

sleep.” novation Days competition this February. 

Their design won first place—an award of _ The sleep diary is a simple way for users 

The duo’s different areas of study made for — $10,000—and the duo gained instant recog- _ to make sure they are getting enough sleep. 

a successful partnership to fill this void. nition across campus. “Americans are generally under slept,” 

Gartenberg says, “Sleep affects every sys- 

————— ae tem in the body. You are more likely to get 

sick and to be overweight if you do not get 

= ea enough sleep.” 

iPod 4 moat] at iPod Tey} a The diary tracks and graphs information on 

Proactive Sleep | Set Aiarm | erent sleep duration, average amount of sleep per 

Ot Ere day, number of awakenings and the vigi- 

| cael “rae | Wake Up | lance test score. There is also a function that 

allows the user to input information about 

WUE oa3 | day-to-day happenings that may have af- 

| | TT | fected sleep that night or input information 

| | about dreams. To reap all the benefits of the 

| ca scan ce mt system, users must be willing to put in some 

| ; — tl = ro ™ effort and regularly enter data, but the two 

isl ver ie eclol clase ae : creators fully believe it could revolutionize 
| 800} | meee the way people wake up in the morning. 

Slept Bad ... Goodbye sani 

ai 5 The vigilance task, is a game played when 

3:00pm r . 2 woken up in the morning. The user simply 

: ay lial s follows a moving ball around the screen 
Paar ary Ren i. i cil ii es with his or her finger. The quicker the user 

@ follows the ball, the quicker it moves and a 

() i a} : score is given based on reaction time and 

§ alertness. The score is then logged in the 

s diary and provides the key to determining 

= how well the user has slept over time. 

Proactive Sleep works like a normal alarm clock but knows when to wake the user 

so that he or she does not feel groggy. Once awake, the user can log the quality of © Once all of the information is stored in the 

sleep gotten that night. diary, this application is an excellent way 

NN ee — —————E 
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a 

a eo e a rn O re e 

iz is < ee ‘ = § 7 Now Available on the App Store! 
F “a 1 F 

Hh i 7 
' ae Pics: — 2 

me iti . / ae <%y, Beck’s website: 
—_ ~ : http://www.perblue.com re 

: ee 
ir \g More information on 

Innovation Days: 
™ | http://studentservices.engr.wisc. 

’ i edu/innovation 
~~ i = 

Ye Re s Proactive sleep website: 
oon ey) , 3 
i ee | http://proactivesleep.com 

, ls Asis | : 2 

Vs = ; . 

Justin Beck and Daniel Gartenberg, creators of Proactive Sleep and recent graduates More information on the 

from UW-Madison, show off their innovative idea in their company headquarters importance of sleep: 

(a.k.a. Justin’s apartment). http://www.sleepfoundation.org 

for a person to see how different activities or _ ple with iPhones are often trying to optimize | Author bio: Roxanne is a senior studying 

actions can affect a night’s sleep. Therefore _ their lives, and they have the desire tobe pro- _ environmental engineering. She needs this 

a user can self diagnose any problems he or ductive,” Gartenberg says. alarm application to help her wake up ... 

she is having and correct them. For example, but first she needs an iPod. 

if a user logs what time he or she is eating “We just want to educate the world on how 

dinner at night, it may be seen that there is _ to get better sleep, provide them with a feed- 

a pattern with the number of awakenings or _ back tool for them to understand their sleep 

vigilance scores that correspond with a par- and build awareness about the issue,” Beck 

ticular eating time. It is a tool for someone to says. Thanks to this dynamic duo's hard 

optimize his or her life and get the most out —_ work, a decent night’s sleep may soon be at 

of the sleep gotten each night. your fingertips. we 

A final function of the application tracks = a 5 

the amount of sleep the user is getting. It [i =! ms i 

is a simple way for someone to make sure | a | 1 @ re Ss i (eS re | " | n ig h (Ss 

they are getting enough. The system takes ? . ; : 

the amount of sleep a person is getting over | - ie t | re ig es j or 
time and applies that to the suggested wake | e e a I A CT ee, 

up time as well to have him or her sleep lon- S ‘ wi : 

ger if needed. “If someone is sleep deprived, mR c me ‘ eee ey | ; 

the application is not going to tell the user to $ y ae ; f She 

wake up at 5:00 if they set 5:30 on their alarm s ‘ = i at Eaves 3 

clock,” Gartenberg says. so és 3 A Mk oe : segs 

An iPhone application is a feasible way for | a rs ———— 
Proactive Sleep to reach the general public. \ I i Bitii ’ Ces 

“The nice thing is with the iPhone there are a ad A 

about 50 million devices in the world, and Ce ~ 

Apple allows you to basically ship an ap- fg s o ; 

plication to them and they distribute the ap- 3 4 

plication to everyone,” Beck says. Moreover, © 

eee asia Join the Wisconsin Engineer Staff! 
are a good market for this application. “Peo- 
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| Weir Minerals Division Excellent ms x - 

Mineral : fax cee Grounded in the West. 
A A 

v fi N/ aunenee Connected nationwide. 
Sanna = Sa * Substation design * Supervisory control —_* Environmental 

WARMAN. | and construction and data acquisition and permitting 
Pe rfo rmance. Centrifugal Slurry Pumps |e eee * Distributed * Planning and studies 

| © Relaying, control eneration and * Right-of-wa 
. aes and instrumentation geeanaceecn pid 

N ot P ror Y ) ses . Ssiems + Transmission and © Industrial and 
VvULCcO. * Mapping distribution commercial 
Wear Resistant Linings | 

ee ee Beer a ale 0 
CAVEX. I # ee CAV EI 7. Exponential Engineering Company | 

~ ee ‘ 7 FLOWAY. E [ a Phone: (970) 207-9648 | exponentialengineering.com | 

a ee: y PUMPS : 
vr bel i, Vertical Turbine Pumps 

Se oi ISOGATE. 

r . CAREERVILLE 
MULTIFLO. 

ra Ween Mine Dewatering Pamps 

Specialty Slurry Pumps 

q LEwis J MU s ii. ohnsonville Vertical Chemical Pumps 
eS 

BEGEMANN JOU 
PUMPS™ 
Centrifugal Process ¢ . ; mi See you at the UW Madison and 

: : UW Platteville Career Fairs! 
SERVICES a é i 

eee a jobs.johnsonville.com 

: ' ENGINEER your future. ety he 

Poe BS =: 
4 | one tees h 

ADVANTAGE#Y A 
The world’s leading manufacturer of sf atl 

ventilation equipment needs full-time ‘ ae peee c 

engineers and co-op students. Engineering Careers ee ‘ . 

Greenheck ventilation products are typically found J © ; By kill os ey Wisco Industries, Inc. if all yes of Gomera buildings — i North elu I i} Congratulates 
and South America, Asia and the Middle East. Our / a i} 
products move air in, out and around a building sd /] the 
making life inside a lot more pleasant. Penne si \ tH] 

learn matemtanatoreeqies corn / 7. Class of 2009 

Se erach Wie Sacramento. Cas Minaapoks, MIN H L q upon achieving Soe eee F WHEN wi) dearea : are our degree in 
G R, E. E N H EC. K Mechanical & Fire Protection Contractors y = 9 . 

i ; Engineering 
Building Value in Air. ww.aherncareers.com 

GULLIVER’S TRAVELS 5 
® 1605 Monroe St., Madison WI 53711 

GENENCOR Phone 608-256-444 / 600-236-4404 
A ‘ x Ue tee LISSA MARTIN, Director 

Danisco Division Email: info@gulliverstvl.com edd 
é : www.gulliverstvl.com 

A leading innovator of products for the 
+ FULL SERVICE TRAVEL AGENCY SPECIALIZING IN 

biobased economy. CORPORATE, INTERNATIONAL AND LEISURE TRAVEL 
‘ 3148 Deming Way 
Genencor offers internships, co-ops, and full-time employment s A {Hi Suite 160 
in Chemical Process Engineering at our manufacturing site in Lam Middleton, WI 53562 

Beloit, WI as well as various positions at our locations around ake 608 831-3238 TEL 

the world. Recognized as the Best Medium-Sized Company to BES || 608 831-3295 FAX 
Work in America by the Great Place to Work Institute, at Genen GELDING SUPPLIED) 5 ; * : www. fishassoc.com 
cor, we are changing the world and having fun doing it. Badger Welding Supplies Inc 

101 S Dickinson St « P 0 Box 3379 » Madison WI 53704 ii Partners in Structural 
1-800-536-3366 or 608-257-5606 » FAX 608-257-4417 a 

WWW. DERENCOL-COM, Together WE CaN), | wanine taeoware . ‘consumABLES 1 COMPRESSED GASES Solutions 
Since 1942
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At Sandia National Laboratories, our primary mission is & LJ id ‘ei; 

to secure a peaceful and free world through technology. ff 
Ps i G/ 

You'll never be bored working at Sandia. There are so many exciting challenges and stimulating directions Pay iN 

your career can take. Be a Sandian. Join the team that is changing the world. Ae * re a 

We have opportunities for college graduates at the Bachelor’s, Master’s, and Ph.D. levels in: 

Electrical Engineering Computer Science > a . 

Mechanical Engineering Chemistry “ie 

Nuclear Engineering Information Technologies/ Information Systems ( : ia 

Computing Engineering Biological Sciences - a d 

Material Sciences Business Administration ... and more Pee e 4 

We also offer internship, co-op, and post doctoral programs. os -< 

Www.sandia.gov : . ey 
g Sandia National Laboratories Mie 

Sandia is an equal opportunity employer. operated by Ea 

We maintain a drug-free workplace. fn va 
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FE 
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FEATURE 

1ou ° 4 

: ro vi RESEARCHERS USE 
yi COMPUTERS TO MODEL 

‘Lo oii) FRICTION AT THE NANOSCALE AND 
PREDICT EXPERIMENT KREOULTS 

By Melody Pierson 

ost of us know about friction friction and consequently learning how to farska says. The group proposed that 

N | from our introductory physics prevent it could mean that future devices _ the reason previous theories were not 

courses. We are either told to have the potential to dramatically reduce consistent with experimental data was 

calculate it by multiplying two numbers _ energy loss and be much more efficient. because surfaces that were assumed 

or just to completely neglect it in order to to be smooth were actually rough on 

solve the problem. In real world applica- the nanoscale. Szlufarska explains that 

tions, especially on the nanoscale, dealing the problem with the previous theories 

with friction is not so simple. “We needed 20 days of about nanofriction, called continuum 

computing on our high- theories, was that they “assumed the 

In an article published in Nature in Febru- performance computer contact was smooth because it’s smooth 

ary 2009, two UW-Madison professors, Iz- if you look close. You don’t have to treat 

abela Szlufarska and Kevin Turner, along cluster. The same the atoms explicitly, and that’s why they 

with graduate student Yifei Mo, proposed calculations would take 46 are ‘continuum’ theories. What actually 

their theory on the causes of friction and years ona decent laptop.” happens is that you go to a nanometer re- 

how to predict it at the nanoscale. gime, then you begin to see those atoms 

: : -Yifei Mo and they begin to play a role.” 

Since nanotechnology is such a rapidly 

growing field, these researchers are look- ——————— Essentially, previous theories did not 

ing for ways to predict and control fric- zoom in far enough and take into ac- 

tion in nanoscale devices and potentially “The problem is people don’t under- count the interactions between surface 

control the force’s destructive effects. stand where friction comes from,” Szlu- atoms. “You can think of [a surface] like a 

“The ratio of surface [area] to volume [of | 

nanoscale devices] becomes very large, > 
and the surface forces become very im- | 4 

portant,” Szlufarska says. “What we see * é 

is that they become even stronger than i a 

forces like gravity, and the pieces begin Na] 

to stick spontaneously to one another.” A 4 i 

This “stickiness” of the individual parts 

causes damage to nano-machines and 

greatly affects their performance. In or- : 

der to tackle this problem, the UW-Madi- ; 

son team set out to investigate the funda- & : 2 

mental causes of this phenomenon. y 3 } 3 

b 2 

The team soon learned that its effort to ff o 

improve nanoscale devices was actually § 5 2 

the road to a breakthrough discovery & = 

of the fundamental elements of friction Graduate student Yifei Mo, Professor Izabela Szlufarska, and Professor Kevin Turner 

force. Discovering the ultimate causes of research nanoscale friction with the aid of powerful computer processors. 

el 
SS 
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ai before. “It turns out that the laws of friction scale, and the [computer] models haven't 

r that work at the macroscale do not work at _ necessarily kept up to this point. So there 

i the nanoscale,” Szlufarska says. have been far more measurements and un- 

sili ee derstanding of the measurements coming 

1 = The professors have turned to computer out now,” Turner says. 

| iad i A simulation to help them describe what 

Des See et is happening. The magnitude of data in- The computer simulations allow research- 

oS y H volved in these simulations is tremendous _ ers to observe aspects of nanofriction that 

R= since nanoscale friction involves individ- could not be seen otherwise. “With these 

3 es ual atoms. As such, this is not the type of simulations, we can exactly track the 

Site cin = computer problem that can be done on a movement of every atom; so it is basically 

es é standard desktop or laptop computer. in atomic-scale resolution, which is impos- 

: 2 3 sible in experiments,” Mo says. 

S EON z The team uses what is called a high-perfor- 

: st 2 mance computer cluster. “Take the fastest “But at the same time we try and compare 

ia 3 processor you can, then take the fastest [our simulation results] to experiments 

* network you can, put it between processors because we want to make sure whatever 

A cluster of super fast processors are and design a software that works across all we are predicting is something that is 

networked to carry out the massive those computers,” Szlufarska says. This consistent with experiment and realistic,” 

calculations necessary to model atomic computer system is so powerful when Turner says. 

scale friction. modeling friction under specific conditions 

that, as student Yifei Mo says, “to obtain In addition to its impact on nanotechnol- 

mountain range ... when you put surfaces one such function we needed 20 days of ogy, the team’s findings have far-reaching 

on each other and [slide them], the moun- computing on our high-performance com- implications for friction between all sur- 

taintops will bang into each other. This is _ puter cluster. The same calculations would faces. “You really have to go down to this 

what’s causing friction,” Szlufarska says. _ take 46 years on a decent laptop.” small level, look at this really simple asper- 

Since friction involves the interaction of ity and try to understand friction there. 

the surface atoms, the concept is further Then you can take it back to the engineer- 

complicated. “There are many complex “lf you can figure out new ing surfaces,” Szlufarska says. The signifi- 

phenomena that underlie friction. This sas cance of being able to model friction is that 
‘ i ways to reduce friction, you aig : ee 

can be related to bonding, chemistry ae scientists can then design for it in order to 

changes or some plastic deformation that can have much more efficient reduce it. “Friction is just tremendously 

happens in the material,” Szlufarska says. power systems. ue important. You can think about it in terms 

“It is going to depend on the environ- of everything from car bearings to energy 

ment—whether you have humidity, what -Professor Kevin Turner efficiency. If you can figure out new ways 

the temperature is and so on.” to reduce friction, you can have much more 

IL TMinnh aa aiTi—iciliTim: | clicienlt powersysens~li thinks therertare 

Another hump that the researchers had to big implications if you can understand 

overcome in addition to considering all of | “I think there’s this general [problem] that how to manipulate it,” Turner says. 

these details is the fact that nanoscale fric- a lot of people have been doing many ex- 

tion works differently than anything seen periments [measuring friction] at the small _ This work has provided a fundamental un- 

derstanding of friction laws at the molecu- 

lar level, and is a significant step towards 

controlling friction. Does the future carry 

devices that are truly frictionless? Is the 

dream of a 100% efficient system now a 

s possibility? Szlufarska’s, Turner’s and Mo's 

3 research has laid important groundwork 

i / — 2 for the technology of the impending years 

Prey mae Gy foot eH 2 and possibilities that, up until now, have 

Ripa abe s pao 5 r ae ay 2 been only theoretical. Wwe 

FRAP on a RE EIR TR MM ey Sar be Sk oN § Author bio: Melody is a junior majoring in 

Rata ye EVR Visyiat rata RI bn ae oe Be iy £ nuclear engineering. This is her third se- 

= mester with the magazine. 

Using computer simulations, the interactions between particle surfaces can be seen 

at the nanoscale. 

i II EE===_==_=_=_=_=_==__—_—_—=SS=—=S=_—S-SSsSssSsSssSaSaSqq— 
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GENERAL f Wi 

j' —_—— 3 ks [SSSA : i . BA: 
3 common cold: 

o one likes getting a cold, and the of Maryland, successfully mapped and Before more advanced viral assessment 

WN eee nocuremakesthe identified all 99 unique strains of the rhi- | methods were developed, doctors used 

situation all the more dismal. Ny- _ novirus, the lead culprit associated with to take cell samples from sick patients 

Quil and Halls can mask the symptoms ofa _ the common cold. New research methods, who showed signs of a viral infection | 

viral infection, but these drugs do nothing such as gene chip technology, have also and then make a culture with those cells. 

to attack the virus itself. Recent discover- led to the discovery of a third type of rhi- If a virus grew in the culture, the symp- . 

ies about the genome of the common cold _ novirus strain, which could offer greater toms would be attributed to the virus. 

virus, however, could contribute towardsa insight into the development of vaccines | When this process was used on samples 

new immunization for this virus. So what’s —_ against the virus. of pneumonia—a known virus—the cells 

the problem? Well, it turns out that the side wouldn’t culture any virus. It turns out 

effects of acommon cold vaccination could The three different types of the rhinovirus _ that type C rhinovirus does not readily 

be far more unpleasant than temporarily are commonly called types A, Band C. The — grow with common culture techniques. 

suffering with a leaky face. virus strains of types A and B cause symp- In fact, this whole strain of type C rhi- 

toms of the common cold, while the type —_ novirus had been overlooked until gene 

UW-Madison biochemistry professor Ann _ strain—which has only recently been iden- _ chip technology came along. 

Palmenberg, along with teams of research- __ tified —tends to have more serious effects 

ers from UW-Madison and the University and often progresses into pneumonia. Gene chip technology is a method that 

- die . identifies viruses by their genome se- 

i 94 b ' i. ha quence. Once researchers began to em- 

~ \ mi a E ploy this technology, they were able to 

ba a z A EZ identify the known A and B strains, 

| Bt ne “4 ! , i but they also discovered other present 

ng a } ‘ he 7 . strains. These new strains were clearly 

a a a! <n id | rhinoviruses, but they had slightly dif- 

a ‘i 4 aye’ Re = <c ~~ i ferent genome sequences. 

| . + ea. a. i} al, wa > Lf a a ! “Now that we do things with gene chips, 

i? o | i 4 ce rs 2 * gt rapt oo 7 | we don’t ask the virus to grow; we ask 

4.8 q i i i. age m aed whether the gene sequence is there,” Pal- 

, 4 Bs \, ile Be ws | eid Lea menberg says. After researchers discov- 

x — ii 7 is ered the viral material present in those 

2 . mW ‘ - Al a samples that previously did not grow in 

®, a v1 of r culture, they went in for a closer look. It 

‘ » Ly hak ; | was then that, a whole new set of type C 

q ; — L i ELUNOVirts strains were identified by their 

: _ ae - SG “e Pe] unique genomes. 

t a = Se — 
Hig os ; Yr A Ces isa } L }| “There is a huge amount of biochemistry 

Ss eo i igi “a Mia = Py) that comes out of this information,” Pal- 

| ee F ‘ ‘i wi el q Ge ee cy ph a enc E menberg says. The discovery of the new 
4 ae i TTT we at | Me FE thinovirus strain is most useful in the 

ar ; iy ‘mr ne sai sera £ development of a virus database, as well 

. oe et LF gies #5 as diagnostic tools that doctors and re- 

ee > searchers se to accurately diagnos tl 4 vont searchers can use to accurately diagnose 

—— : Pe |? sick patients by identifying the specific 

Brad Brown enjoys his work at the UW-Madison Institute for Molecular Virology viral strains from their genome. With the 

at Bock Laboratory, despite the risk of contracting the avian flu, swine flu or patient’s case-specific viral strain iden- 

rhinovirus. tified, doctors will be better able to treat 

SS 
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cold symptoms and have access to early 

warning signs of more serious cases. ‘ 

“By understanding the sequence varia- _ 

tions in the A’s and the B’s, we can extrap- “ad 

olate to what is going to happen with the - 

C’s ... which are much more pathogenic. 

They don’t just give you head colds; they = 

give pneumonia, which, for someone with 

asthma, is a life threatening situation,” — 7 , 7 * 

Palmenberg says. Non-Dr bere ! 

Th hase of Palmenb | Pay -“SUDAFED PES a 
he next phase of Palmenberg’s research i aS Fr Pieces. 

is to ae and culture he C strains cvs 4 NASAL DECONGESTANT : er 7 i 

with new culture methods. Prior to this 3 EST cof - a : Has = Neen [a é 

research, virologists and doctors had pos- pees WGATD, ines reese @*; Peel “site ro $s g 

sibly misdiagnosed viral infections be- F | = AMP BORRT: Beles a aga 5 
cause they were unable to identify type C = zB Se a Salar SeLOgt re mt) 5 

rhinoviruses with the widely used culture ‘cer 2 

techniques. a 
Pharmaceutical companies rely on profits from the plethora of symptom masking 

The taxonomy, or family tree, of the rhi- Over-the-counter drugs such as Robitussin and Sudafed. These products are 

novirus includes some particularly nasty Currently the best option for those suffering through a cold. 

viral genera including polio, foot and 

mouth disease and hepatitis A. However, _ Still, the similarities between rhinovirus and _ berg says. “With rhinovirus that is a prob- 

developing a cure for rhinovirus has been polio have led to a general misconception lem, because almost all of the drugs we have 

more difficult than it was for other diseas- about developing a “cure-all” vaccine that — that go after the various viral proteins will 

es. With polio, for example, a vaccine was __ would allow people to avoid catching colds. _ either make you sicker than the head cold, 

easy to develop because there were only — Preemptively going after the rhinovirus may __ or will interfere with drugs you are already 

three strains, as compared to the ninety- not be a good option, as the risks currently _ taking.” Of course, there may be exceptions. 

nine unique strains of the rhinovirus. outweigh the rewards. 

Also, unlike most cases of the rhinovirus, “Tf you've got a kid in the hospital with viral 

the effects of polio are life-threatening, “If you are going to treat a virus, you have | pneumonia and he can’t breathe ... then it 

justifying a significant amount of accept- to make sure that whatever you are doing is _ makes sense to go after the virus,” Palmen- 

able risk for preventative treatment. not worse than the disease itself,” Palmen- _ berg says. The balance between attacking the 

- - virus and risking other health problems as- 

| j sociated with prophylactic treatment is dif- 

i f ferent for such a serious case. In these rare 

~~ bi a instances, this new information acquired 

i x from the rhinovirus genome will allow doc- 

a i i i ee tors to attack the specific virus that is caus- 

a . AS oo ta 1 ing the illness. 
la 3 i t } , [* " 

| a i. ‘ ) sa Though we will all likely have to trudge 

i <a aE * ae if ” through the doldrums of cold symptoms in 

le | ' I ee the future, we can find comfort in the fact that 

| | enna doctors now have the tools to accurately di- 

| 2 pater | wk agnose rhinovirus infections, making us bet- 

m | aaa dus Hy hae ter apt to stave off these pesky microbes. yp 

| pe abe rares vine | , = Author bios: Matt is a fifth year senior in 
a a iil “ ie a. ., 3 materials science. Ben is a sophomore ma- 

= - i A = joring in electrical engineering. No writers 

‘ |... i ; : 2 were infected with the rhinovirus in the pro- 

cess of writing this article. 
Virus laden cell samples are placed in an electrophoresis unit to separate the genetic 

material for further analysis. 
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CONSUMER TECH 

By Anthony Lai 

ne of the most pressing matters p 

facing our world today is that of o 7 

energy—and, more specifically, 5 i — 

oil. Used for agriculture, industry, com- ae , sii 

merce and transportation, oil has become ithe yy u 

our main source of fuel. Unfortunately, our o IA A 

demand for oil exceeds its supply, and we , = 

find ourselves searching for more efficient ’ 

uses of this precious resource. ; ——— step? r 

“| learned that with three ' S 
and a half months, a small 4 

budget and excellent aoe Nt i cE si 
faculty guidance, a group oy \ , . i —— 

of freshmen engineering ee Jf es n 

students could rise to Eee i" 4 \ : re 
that a challenge and me og é SS —— » ey) i 

accomplish something | in AR ‘ = 2 g 
truly worthwhile.” isd , : g 

? fo = a 
Mi Pec MS ee aan ? a os A 2 Es 

is eee Pesan Regal ye ae ata mals 
-Carl Schroedl ae : Me a ee pe = Seat 

ae Tee Fay Fie —————__ Introduction to Engineering 160 Students worked together on interdisciplinary 

This energy issue was recently addressed _ teams to increase the fuel efficiency of a Vespa scooter using electrolysis. 

by a section of Introduction to Engineering 

160 (InterEGR 160), a first-year engineering Carl Schroedl, a freshman in chemicalengi- than a group of freshmen engineering 

requisite course that places emphasis ona _neering from Minneapolis, was one of the students could independently provide,” 

hands-on, team-oriented experience while students enrolled in Anderson’s course. Ac- _ Schroed| says. 

offering an overview of engineering and its cording to Schroedl, this project addressed 

diverse disciplines. Students in one section pressing issues. “The world needs to That's when the students decided to try 

of this course decided to explore the ben- change the ways it produces and consumes _ electrolysis. 

efits of reducing the environmental impacts energy,” Schroed| says. 

of the moped, one of UW-Madison’s most “Electrolysis is the process of splitting 

popular forms of transportation. In order to tackle these concerns with the water into its constituents, hydrogen and 

moped design project, the class analyzed a __ oxygen, via electricity,” Schroed| says. In 

Professor Marc Anderson gave a group of __ variety of potential options. “The prospect _ the end, this mechanism seemed to be the 

students the challenge of improving the _ of utilizing fuel cells and electric drive was _ best option for the InterEGR 160 students. 

fuel efficiency of a yellow Vespa scooter,a — mentioned. However, such a project would “The products of this reaction are fed 

vehicle that already achieves a fuel econo- require a larger commitment of resources into the scooter’s fuel system, replacing 

my of approximately 90 miles per gallon. and time, and more extensive expertise some of the gasoline-air mixture that is 

ee ,.,,,.,.,.,,,.,COO,O,Q,COD,CO 
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Zz ; engine (ICE)-based vehicles, as well as in ap- 

i PRRs o 2 plications that extend beyond this use. 

/ © “The ICE supplementation system could 

j F \\S44 be scaled to larger vehicles. The gaseous 

} : | ae byproducts of the electrolyzer can be uti- 

) al] A e-- =€ lized in fuel cells and in chemical industry,” 

| Naf y y i . & Schroed] says. 

| M-/ [''™@ =H es | 
' '®. Hy 9 - ia Wd . One can only speculate how the energy is- 

; | . y a sue will play out in the coming years, but 
' / a Pe the InterEGR 160 Vespa project offers some 

jf / Ve | ie ig hope for the limitless possibilities that lie 
| Z i ¢ ‘ “a before us,” SchroedI says. 

8 5 hiya 
ee F ee f 5 “T learned that with three and a half months, 

7 ‘ d get i a small budget and excellent faculty guid- 

a » ei é e (i G ance, a group of freshmen engineering 
be ~ be s Crea a a ic | F | ~ a students could rise to the challenge and 

Ay denen “iil an 2 accomplish something truly worthwhile,” 

The hybrid Vespa’s internal combustion engine uses less gasoline than the original pcurpe dll says: We 

Snalhe Cleabng a ore ecortriendly model: Author bio: Anthony is a senior majoring in 

burned thus reducing the consumption of — conjunction with a set of carbon plates that | computer engineering and political science. 

gasoline,” Schroed| says. are lined with a thin film. The plates are fit- This is his second article with the maga- 

ted into the electrolyzer casing and aligned zine. 

The injection of hydrogen and oxygen en- near the engine. The moped’s alternator 

hances the combustion of gasoline in the provides energy to the 

engine, yielding a more efficient burning — electrodes that are used 

process and, ultimately, improving mileage _ to separate the water into 

on a per gallon basis. As a result, there are hydrogen and oxygen. “— 7 

fewer emissions released from the vehicle, Finally, the free hydro- m ae a. > ! 
and fewer gasoline byproducts. gen is channeled into the a @ “A ita | ce oe ae 

engine through stainless a jal a : he a Pe 

Anderson’s class was partitioned into _ steel tubing. oe ee m rai} >» Hi v " lil 

groups, each of which was responsible fora ; gC. Fal Wi NT Wi it h\. 

certain function of the electrolysis system. After implementing the /, 7) | iA ANK wy Ne iB Au | i 

“In our lab, there were several subgroups system, the students | A 17] | Wy SS ef 4 Y) a Hl 
that were assigned to various tasks. The tested their work, and men} | || | é d ey Y Mi 

two larger groups were the electrolyzer were pleasantly — sur- i" Las) |S & OS Noes UM) a) HN 
group and the delivery group,” Schroed| prised by the results. y, fr ; — a / or 

says. “The electrolyzer group was respon- “When tested on a dyna- pet Ym 2an a mie co 

sible for the characterization of electrode mometer, the hydrogen- < y i) - : Pn 

materials and for the design, construction supplemented — scooter y q ‘\, 4 \ - = 

and testing of the electrolyzer. The deliv- consumed less gasoline mos ’ 

ery group was responsible for the recon- _ than [the original] ... the | ss ~ rd ' c= 

figuration of the moped’s fuel system, the fuel efficiency was in- [7 \.f G f . == ‘ 

benchmarking of the scooter and for the creased by about 10 per- : a . i A. 

evaluation of the effects of hydrogen on cent,” Schroed| says. | a vi = zh é : Vitec 

the scooter’s performance.” Other smaller ae eli 2S ) 7) g 
groups helped with the presentation as- The InterEGR 160 Vespa a S)\ e 

pects of the project, including doing re- _ projectoffersjusta glimpse : : : = a 

search, putting together the presentation _ of the possibilities offered ‘ 7 pane |e 

and writing the project report. by electrolysis. There is a 

potential for this system Introduction to Engineering 160 students with their 

Through collaboration, the groups final to be implemented into hydrogen Vespa scooter from left: Steve Burbach, Sean 

design employs a series of electrodes in other internal combustion _ Kelly, and Carl Schroedl. 

LL 
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GENERAL 

tiny vi 
By Neal O’Meara 2 

ches, chills and a queasy stomach We mre > 

A: just some of the symptoms we ia 

get from a bad case of the flu. _- a — 4 is 

= : i) igs Me 
Whatis going on at the microscopic scale that hes Bd ih 

causes our bodies to respond so violently? a Se > ‘tie 
- o y 

This is the question that Professor John , — { - a’ 

Yin of the UW-Madison chemical engi- Sy eee (I. y= wit SS 

neering department is trying to answer. ae pa Y . “o~ A Ib 
He and his team of graduate students A y é 7 \E 

are using novel techniques to quantify : = es 8 

some of the dynamic processes involved y 13 

in viral infections. : 2 
® © 

Before delving into the finer points of Yin’s y | Bs Aut 2 

research, let’s take a brief look at what ac- AY L 2 Overt 100 a 

tually happens to our cells when our body Professor Yin’s team uses a method called flow cytometry. A fluorescent marker 

is infected by a virus. allows the team to identify cells that have been infected with the virus and quantify 

the rate of virus infection in the culture of cells. 
A healthy tissue cell works tirelessly to 

take in nutrients and use its genetic ma- form new shells around duplicate copies __ reactions of these species are complex 

terial as a template to make proteins and __ of the virus DNA, also made by the cell’s —_ and difficult to unravel. 

enzymes, which will later be shipped out ~=own DNA copy machine. Soon, there are 

all over the body. Proteins and enzymes so many viruses inside the cell that it |The main goal of Yin’s group is to gain a 

are the basis of the amazing harmony of _ bursts open, releasing the spawn to wreak quantitative understanding of the timing 

chemical reactions that power life. havoc on the surrounding cells. of the overall processes. “By using the en- 

gineering tools, [chemical] kinetics and 

Every once in a while, however, a tiny vi- “When you have a model that systems transport, we can begin to inte- 

rus particle floats by a cell and latches onto tells you how much virus is grate the various components that come 

its membrane. This miniscule organism is * : together and ultimately define the life cy- 

one thousand times smaller than the cell, produced in how much time, cle of the virus,” Yin says. To do this, Yin’s 

consisting of little more than a chromo- YOU Can then simulate effects — jesearch team must measure virus repro- 

some surrounded by a protective shell. of drugs.” duction rates under precise conditions. 

Harmless as it seems, this little bugger has 

devious plans. -Professor John Yin The team uses a method called flow 

cytometry. A culture of cells is first in- 

Quickly, the virus injects its chromosome = fected with @ small amount of viruses 

into the cell. The virus DNA hijacks the This amazing cellular story has been marked with a fluorescent dye. Before 

cell’s DNA-reading system and runs its elucidated by decades of research by _ the viruses are allowed to grow, the cells 

chromosome through it. Soon, the cell is _ various biologists, geneticists and bio- are sent single file through a very small 

no longer able to go about its usual busi- chemists. But the physical and chemical tube. A microscopic fluorescent camera 

ness of churning out useful proteins be- _ pathways that govern virus proliferation will identify a cell with one fluorescent 

cause its machinery is being used by the remain shrouded in complexity. These _ virus inside it, and a mechanism deflects 

virus DNA to manufacture the virus’s pathways involve large and elaborate _ the cell into a separate stream for collec- 

proteins and enzymes. Once created, molecules such as DNA, RNA, proteins _ tion. Rates of virus growth can then be 

these new virus proteins and enzymes and enzymes. Thus, the movements and _ precisely quantified. 

oo —[————$. 
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Parameters such as nutrient levels, pressure —T Ci = eT i =— 

and presence of certain proteins are var- [= mi: Ae — = i 

ied in order to experimentally determine | ( ae } a [Si ww» ea | 

the virus’s sensitivity to these factors. This , yt N F Sa ii\ot 

method can help indicate which parts of the \i re Sd P a moni 4% wa Tae 

overall process require what amounts of Mh \ pe ee r Sy = ™~ yd 
certain resources. “Most biologists would | @ a aa Pil MO eter cl 

agree, for example, that protein synthesis BBs 3 ‘ la \ sas 

is very resource-intensive, but to be able to | i Ph, — | eT oe ll Wh sh Hi 
calculate it and say, ‘it’s using 80% of the re- ; gg | a | | i ny | 
sources’ ... then we are able to think of the yy f wer , * & if — val ii Maa | 

big picture,” Yin says. | | i | SS jy ee. ne ey A 2 a ae et ae ee 

a ee A SA 
“If Linhibit one of these ¢ > ; — =" Ai 8 ip : 

hundreds or thousands of ; _——s 8 
reactions, how will the virus ny = = a: ” no > 

a — — C | hel ce a a 2 

-Professor John Yin This microscope used in professor Yin’s lab is encased to create a controlled 

environment by limiting the parameters that can affect the cell culture being studied. 

Understanding how the virus hijacks a genotype and then grows in its environ- 

cell’s DNA copy machine and protein as- ment into an adult. The genotype and the 

Computational models with the ability sembly line has a broad range of applica- _ environment determine an organism's phe- 

to predict sensitivity to particular condi- _ tions. This includes not only creating better notype, or its collection of attributes. Vi- 

tions is very useful to researchers hop- drugs to fight viruses but also the engi- rus DNA might contain 10,000 base pairs, 

ing to simulate effects of antibodies and neering of useful viruses for targeted drug compared to the human genome which has 

drugs. “When you have a model that tells delivery and gene therapy. three billion. “We study the simplest ge- 

you how much virus is produced in how nomes ... that might [only] encode five or 

much time, you can then simulate effects Yin’s research also addresses the broader ten proteins, but nevertheless there is an 

of drugs,” Yin says. “If I inhibit one of question of biology—that is, how do genes aspect of genome interacting with environ- 

these hundreds or thousands of reactions, _ encode to create organisms? Every organ- ment,” Yin says. 

how will the virus grow?” ism starts as a single cell with a particular 

In prior research, Yin has shown principles 

of natural selection and rapid evolution 

through virology. By artificially introduc- 

ES = ing a protein into a sample, Yin observed 

Bi proliferation of viruses that simply no lon- 

hi iu m ger had the gene to produce that protein. 

4 wasiil| i i The mutated viruses with the shortened 

Po sais me 4 ; R ie chromosome were able to reproduce faster 
we } | Wee ae tj ae a and out-compete viruses with the original 

a : Me | " § larger chromosome. 
ee a 

— i ae a ; ' ' 
i Pers, - ‘ __ The molecules an organism can produce 

a. ov wi Ln oS define all its vital life systems and its char- 

NN bs en Se e acteristics. “We think that by devising ex- 

. ~ : Be SZ Se MMS periments and models to create the link 
‘ » g . 2 between genotype and environment and 

a a . © phenotype [we will be able] to predict char- 

ba > “a C = 2 acteristics of an organism,” Yin says. Ww 
b <Q ek 2 

Collin Timm, a chemical and biological engineering graduate student in Professor Author bio: Neal is a junior studying chem- 
Yin’s lab, grows cell cultures with biotic parameters that can be varied to study (C4! engineering. This is his first semester 
virus’s growth response. with the magazine. 
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Ju t 

The finest in eclectic humor 

Top Tips for Incoming Freshmen: 
* Fashion advice: Pocket protectors are in this fall 

* For lunch, try Union South... Oh wait, nevermind 

* Caffeine pills - take two every four hours 

* Don’t walk alone - travel in groups of at least ten 

* 7:45 AM and Friday classes are optional 

* Get involved... just not with someone on your 

dorm floor 

* Badger football has five quarters... four in Camp 

Randall and one on Breese 

* J-walking is highly encouraged 

* Mom’s credit card has no limit 

* Don’t feel the need to put your phone on silent 

during lecture... that call is important! 

* Library books are best used as your pet’s 

chew toy 

* When taking an online course, wait until the last 

week to watch all the lectures - You can watch 

them at 2X speed 

* High school letter jackets are hip 

* The best pick-up lines involve GPA and major 

* Intramurals are best taken seriously - Yes, that 

t-shirt is VERY important 

Disclaimer: The above tips should not be taken seriously. 
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Send resume: hr@xes-inc.com 

Phone: 608-833-1155 _ 
3225 Deming Way, Suite 120 - Middleton, WI - 53562 
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